The NFRC Board has approved NFRC 702-2018[E0A1]: Certification Agency Program document, which is published and implemented and available on the NFRC Website.

The following language (Section 4.1.2.v) is implementated on publication, as approved by the Board:

- **g)** If fenestration attachment is fabricated at a location other than the licensee’s address, the IA shall inspect that location as listed on the Schedule I. For Applied Film Licensed Branders applying their own labels, the IA is required to verify the manufacturer is NFRC licensed.

- **h)** If an IA is conducting an inspection of an Applied Film Manufacturer labeling products for Licensed Branders, the IA is responsible for ensuring labels for all Licensed Branders are properly applied even for Licensed Branders inspected by other IAs.

For more information, please contact Steve Urich, Director, Programs, at 240-821-9514.

NFRC envisions a future where every window, door, and skylight purchase decision is made using the NFRC label to evaluate energy performance.

Visit us at www.nfrc.org